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Foliage Paisley Quilt
Introducing Andover Fabrics new collection: Foliage Paisley by Kathy Hall
Quilt Designed by Jean Ann Wright
Quilt finishes 802" x 802"

An elegant paisley print is the focus of this large wall quilt
that can also be used to top a queen-size bed. The blocks
and pieced border are made easier with fast-corner
piecing techniques.

Fabric Requirements & Cutting Directions
Note: Borders are cut the exact lengths required plus 4"
seam allowances.
*4298-E 2w yards Rose/Gold Paisley (block B centers,
outer border)
Cut (2) border strips 62" x 802", cut lengthwise
Cut (2) border strips 62" x 682", cut lengthwise
Cut (12) 82" squares
4299-E 1 yard Pink/Green Leaves Print (block A centers)
Cut (13) 82" squares
4300-Y

12 yards Yellow Swirls (block corners, pieced
border)
Cut (140) 32" squares
Cut (2) 3f" squares, cut in half diagonally to make 4
half-square triangles
4301-E
Cut (9)
Cut (26)
Cut (26)
Cut (52)

Making & Assembling the Quilt
1. Lightly draw a diagonal line on the back of the
pink/gold dots 22" squares. Referring to Diagram 1,
position a 22" square on a corner of a pink/green
leaves 82" square. Stitch along the diagonal line as
shown. Trim the excess and press the pink/gold
triangle up. Repeat on all 4 corners, orienting the
squares as shown. Repeat this process on all pink/green
leaves squares. Likewise, make 12 B block centers
using green squiggles 22" squares and rose/gold
paisley 82" squares.
2. Referring to Diagram 2, stitch 2 pink/gold dots
22" x 82" rectangles to sides of the A block center.
Sew 22" x 122" rectangles to top and bottom.
Repeat on all A block centers. Add green squiggles
rectangles to the B block centers in the same manner.
3. Following directions in step 1, mark, position, and
stitch a yellow swirls 32" square to each corner of all
blocks. Make a total of 13 Block A’s and 12 Block B’s.
22"

24 yards Pink/Gold Dots (block A, binding)
22" x wof strips for binding
22" x 122" rectangles
22" x 82" rectangles
22" squares

1w yards Green Squiggles Print (block B,
middle border)
Cut (7) 12" x wof strips pieced as needed to make (2) borders
12" x 682" and (2) borders 12" x 662"
Cut (24) 22" x 122" rectangles
Cut (24) 22" x 82" rectangles
Cut (48) 22" squares
4302-G

4303-Y w yard Yellow Leaves Print (pieced border)
Cut (20) 32" x 122" rectangles
Cut (2) 3f" squares, cut in half diagonally to make 4
half-square triangles
* Additional fabric required for backing.

22" x 122"
22" x 82"

Planning

13 Block A: 12" x 12"
12 Block B: 12" x 12"

82"

Diagram 1
Diagram 2

32"

Block A

Diagram 3

Block B

32"

*4298-E 72 yards Rose/Gold Paisley
Cut and piece to fit quilt top with 4" overlap on all sides.

32" x 122"

Diagram 4
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4. Refer to the Quilt Diagram throughout the assembly. Join
blocks into 5 rows of 5 blocks each, alternating types as
shown in the diagram. Join the rows.

quilt photo. Sew a long pieced border to the top and to
the bottom, rotating the squares as shown so that the
border design duplicates the quilt photo.

5. To make units for the pieced border, mark a diagonal line
on the back side of each yellow swirls 32" square. Position
a square on each end of a yellow leaves 32" x 122"
rectangle. Stitch, trim, and press (Diagram 4). Make 20
border units like this. Stitch 5 border units together end to
end to make a pieced border. Make 4.

7. Sew short green squiggles border strips to sides. Sew
long green borders to top and bottom. Add paisley
border strips in the same order.

Finishing the Quilt
8. Layer quilt with batting and backing. Free-motion quilt
around printed motifs in block centers and border.
Quilt in the ditch around other block patches. Bind
with pink/gold dots print to finish the quilt.

6. Sew a pieced border to opposite sides of the quilt center.
Sew 3f" yellow swirls half-square triangles to 3f" yellow
leaves half-square triangles to make 4 squares. Sew a square
to each end of remaining pieced borders, duplicating the
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Quilt Diagram
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Foliage Paisley
by Kathy Hall
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*Indicates fabric used in quilt pattern. Fabrics shown are 25% of actual size.
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